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L- 15 & 17- Capital Letters / Full Stops / Question Marks. 

** We use capital letters :-   a)to begin a sentence 

                                                         b)for the word I 

                                                        c)first letter of the name of a person and place 

                                                        d)first letter of the name of days and months 

** Sentences end with full stop ( . )or a question mark ( ? ) 

            Eg : -1  sana and i will go  to dubai in june on sunday of the first week. 

           Ans :-  Sana and I will go to Dubai in June on Sunday of the first week. 

            Eg : - 2.which is your favourite  colour 

            Ans: - Which is your favourite  colour ? 

 

I.Rewrite the following naming words in capitals. 

1.maira                            ________________ 

2.rahem                              _________________ 

3.wednesday                        __________________ 

4.june                     __________________ 

5.riyadh                           ___________________ 

6.jeddah                         ___________________ 

7.monday                         ___________________ 



8.chennai                    ____________________ 

9.sonu                             ____________________ 

10.december                     ____________________ 

 

II.Rewrite the following sentences with help of capital letters / full stops/ 

 question marks in the correct places. 

 

1.my father went to bahrain to meet his sister 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

2.i live in dammam with my family 

 

3.the best day of the week is friday 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

4.what is on the table 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

5.the teacher is happy with my work 

_____________________________________________________________________________

6.the shortest month of the year is february 

_____________________________________________________________________________

7.where are you going today 

_____________________________________________________________________________

8.she is five years old 

_____________________________________________________________________________

9.when is your birthday 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

10.do you also have a cat 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 



L- 16- Questions 

*** We use question words at the beginning of a sentence, 

                     When we want to know about someone or something. 

                      *** A question always ends with a question mark ( ? ) 

                       Eg :- What , When , Why , Where , Who , How , Which 

 

I.Complete these questions with the question words in the box. 

 

   Where    Which     Why     What   Who      How  When 

 

1.___________ were you yesterday? 

 

2.___________ many chocolates do you have? 

 

3.___________ are we going home? 

 

4.___________ lives in house? 

 

5.___________is your name? 

 

6.___________ are you crying? 

 

7.___________ is your birthday? 

                                                                                                       

 

 



L-18 The Simple Present Tense (Things we do every day) 

  ***These are the doing words, which tell us about things that  we  

do everyday or often. 

*We add “ s ” to the every doing words. 

When we use them with 

       

*he, she, it ------we add ’ s ’ to the action word. 

*I, we------ we should not add ’s’ to the action word. 

 

I.Look at the pictures and complete the sentences. 

1.A cow _________ milk ( give/gives )                                          

2.Meera _________ burger. ( eat / eats )                                     

                                                                                                                     

3.My mother is a teacher. She ___________ Hindi. ( teach / teaches ) 

4.We ___________ football.( play / plays )                                     

5.I ___________ up early in the morning. ( wake/wakes )                

 

 


